Mattress Safe, Inc. Celebrates 10 Years of Quality Products and Service at Pest World 2014

Mattress Safe® has long been recognized as the leader in bed bug certified mattress protection. Bed bug certified encasements give you peace of mind whether you are suffering from a bed bug infestation or want the added assurance of knowing your mattress is protected.

Mattress Safe® said thank you to its partners for ten years of success with a cake and Royal Caribbean cruise giveaway celebration on Thursday October 23, from 11:30 to 1:00 at Booth 117. Also at Pest World 2014, Mattress Safe® announced several new product features and enhancements.

The new Concealed Zipper will be available for production in 2015. This new zipper enclosure will give a new sleek look while providing the same quality of protection trusted around the world with the patented “Zipper with the Hook”® zipper combination.

Mattress Safe® displayed the new color options available for mattress and box spring encasements. The new colors are Fawn Beige, Slate Gray, Dark Mocha, Black Onyx, Navy Blue, and Eco Green. These color encasements provide the same level of protection but with a stylish look.

Mattress Safe® HealthCover™ CliniSafe® encasements provide a new level of mattress protection. The CliniSafe® encasements guard against harmful exposure of infectious diseases in mattresses that are used in transitional environments. The encasements perform this by supplying a controlled release of an antimicrobial additive. They are fire retardant, tear resistant and durable, and continue to provide stain and waterproof protection.

Mattress Safe® has added a new encasement depth to the Sofcover® Plus Advantage® product line. The new 5” – 9” mattress depth is now available as a standard size continuing to allow for a fewer number of SKUs to be stocked by service providers.

Mattress Safe® continues to proudly support our nation's economy with 90% of Mattress Safe's® product selection made right here in America.
For more information and to view Mattress Safe’s® full line of bed bug certified products, visit www.mattresssafe.com or email info@mattresssafe.com.